
 

Week Ahead Economic Preview  
▪ China industrial production, retail sales and 

investment data 

▪ UK labour market update 

▪ US industrial production and retail sales 

▪ Eurozone GDP  

▪ Bank Indonesia policy meeting 

The week ahead sees important official data updates 

to the health of the US and Chinese economies at the 

start of the third quarter, as well as UK labour market 

data and an update to Eurozone GDP. From a 

policymaking perspective, the spotlight rests in 

Indonesia where the central bank meets to set interest 

rates in a climate of increasing pressure on emerging 

market currencies. 

UK labour market data to add to central 

bank policy guidance 

In the UK, labour market data including employee 

earnings, employment and unemployment will be eyed 

for signs that the Bank of England judged correctly 

when hiking interest rates at its August meeting. 

Policymakers are expecting wage inflation to rise, 

justifying tighter policy. However, prior data showed 

average employee earnings growth cooling to 2.7%.  

UK retail sales will also be eyed for signs of consumer 

health; though with July having been unusually hot the 

data are likely to be treated with caution. 

Insights into US’s start to third quarter 

Data on industrial production, retail sales and housing 

starts will provide the first official insights into how the 

US economy started the third quarter. US economic 

growth accelerated in the second quarter, with GDP 

rising at an annualised rate of 4.1%, up from 2.2% in 

the first three months of the year.  

The acceleration had been foretold by the IHS Markit 

PMI, which averaged 55.9 in Q2 against 54.6 in Q1. 

With the composite PMI dipping to 55.7 in July, the 

pace of expansion cooled slightly at the start of Q3, but 

the PMI remains consistent with the economy growing 

at a rate approaching 3%. Growth may weaken further 

in August, however, with future business expectations 

down to a six-month low and concerns mounting in 

relation to tariffs and trade wars. 

UK employee earnings growth 

 

Eurozone GDP 

 

US manufacturing surveys and official data 

 

Sources: IHS Markit, ISM, US Federal Reserve. 
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https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/us-flash-pmi-surveys-point-to-strong-start-to-third-quarter-but-prices-spike-higher-250718.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/us-flash-pmi-surveys-point-to-strong-start-to-third-quarter-but-prices-spike-higher-250718.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/official-data-confirm-solid-second-quarter-for-us-manufacturing-19-07-18.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/official-data-confirm-solid-second-quarter-for-us-manufacturing-19-07-18.html
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Eurozone second quarter growth update 
After flash data showed a 0.3% GDP rise in the 

Eurozone, the next ‘preliminary’ estimate of GDP may 

register slightly faster growth. In recent years, initial 

estimates of GDP have been revised higher by 0.2% 

on average, bringing the official data into line with the 

PMI surveys. However, such revisions may not be 

seen until the final estimates are published.  

China economy in focus 

In Asia, the main focus of the week rests with China, 

where official data relating to industrial production, 

retail sales and investment are published. The July 

data are expected to show little change on growth 

rates seen in June, with retail sales increasing 9.0% 

annually, outpacing industrial production growth, which 

looks set to pick up only modestly from the 6.0% rate 

seen in June. Urban investment growth looks set to 

hold steady at 6.0%.  

As such, the data will add to signs that the Chinese 

economy is rebalancing away from industry and 

exports towards more domestic-consumption driven 

growth. The data come on the heels of the Caixin PMI 

surveys, which showed that the economy lost some 

momentum in July, with falling export orders leading 

the slowdown. The underlying PMI data pointed to a 

potential further slowing in growth over the coming 

months amid rising trade tensions and growing internal 

challenges. 

Indonesia policy meeting 

Other key releases and events in the Asia Pacific 

region will be second quarter GDP data for Singapore, 

Australian employment, unemployment and wage data, 

as well as the Bank Indonesia policy meeting.  

The Indonesian central bank left rates on hold at its 

last meeting after three prior hikes which had been 

implemented to stem the falling currency, which had 

dropped 6% against the US dollar in the first half of the 

year. The rupiah has since shown signs of stabilising 

but still looks prone to weakness, keeping the prospect 

of further rate hikes on the table despite signs of a 

weakening economy. 

 

Monday 13 August 

Singapore GDP, final estimate (Q2) 

Netherlands retail sales (Jun) 

Italy consumer price inflation, final (Jul) 

India consumer price inflation (Jul) 

Tuesday 14 August 

China industrial production (Jul) 

China retail sales (Jul) 

China urban investment, YTD (Jul) 

France unemployment rate (Q2) 

Germany GDP, flash (Q2) 

Germany consumer price inflation, final (Jul) 

India wholesale price inflation (Jul) 

France consumer price inflation, final (Jul) 

Spain consumer price inflation, final (Jul) 

Czech Republic GDP, prelim (Q2) 

Poland GDP, prelim (Q2) 

Netherlands GDP, prelim (Q2) 

UK labour market report incl. earnings, employment, 
unemployment, vacancies (Jun) 

Portugal GDP, prelim (Q2) 

Germany ZEW survey (Aug) 

Eurozone GDP, 2nd estimate (Q2) 

India trade balance (Jul) 

US import and export prices ((Jul) 

Wednesday 15 August 

Australia consumer sentiment (Aug) 

China house prices (Jul) 

Australia wage growth (Q2) 

Turkey budget balance (Jul) 

UK consumer and producer price inflation (Jul) 

US MBA mortgage applications (week 6 Aug) 

South Africa retail sales (Jun) 

US New York Fed manufacturing survey (Aug) 

US labour costs & productivity (Q2) 

US retail sales (Jul) 

Russia industrial production (Jul) 

US industrial production (Jul) 

US inventories (Jun) 

 

https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/china-pmi-surveys-point-to-steady-economic-expansion-but-rising-growth-risks-18-08-07.html
https://ihsmarkit.com/research-analysis/china-pmi-surveys-point-to-steady-economic-expansion-but-rising-growth-risks-18-08-07.html
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/PressRelease.mvc/5534444e429944b9ba61288ad8d8eeb3
https://www.markiteconomics.com/Survey/PressRelease.mvc/5534444e429944b9ba61288ad8d8eeb3
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Thursday 16 August 

Japan trade data (Jul) 

Australia employment and unemployment (Jul) 

UK retail sales (Jul) 

Eurozone trade balance (Jul) 

Indonesia central bank policy meeting 

US jobless claims 

US housing starts & building permits (Jul) 

US Philadelphia Fed survey (Aug) 

Friday 17 August 

Japan department store sales (Jul) 

Eurozone current account (Jun) 

Eurozone consumer price inflation, final (Jul) 

Canada consumer price inflation (Jul) 

US University of Michigan survey, prelim (Aug) 

US Baker Hughes rig count 
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